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Hans B

on
12/09/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Amazing .22 target pistol. Accurate. well made, super trigger, great action ans sights.Would recommend the Neos to anytime looking for a great target pistol. 











Willy D

on
09/27/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Pretty good accurate gun. Pretty good for the money I payed. The only issue I had was, hard trigger pull at first, so I had a local gunsmith working on it a bit, good ever since! 











John Z

on
11/16/2017




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










When I first shot this Beretta, the extractor and spring popped out of the slide and I had to send it back to Beretta for repair. I was lucky that it was still under the factory warranty and Beretta fixed it for free. It has been problem free since then, other than not liking some cheap 22 ammo. It is accurate and I like the integrated top rail, need to put a red dot on it. Smooth purchase as always with Bud's. 











Gregory W

on
05/29/2017




Rating:   2 of 5 Stars!










Would not recommend this Beretta 22 Neos. Feed problems with all 22 ammo. Pic rail not standard. 











Leslie H

on
12/23/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is an excellant pistol. Definitely the most accurate handgun that I have and it is just fun to shoot. Cheap to shoot as well. Really sharp looking as well especially in the two tone model. 











Matthew R

on
02/09/2013




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










I suppose I've put about 500 rounds through the firearm, and I like it. A big positive for me is the ease of break down, some might argue, but I think pressing in a button and twisting a dial until the barrel comes off is pretty damn easy, then releasing the slide and firing pin assembly is no problem. I've fired a couple different loads in it, the CCI mini mag and the Federal Champion, all without a miss fire, unlike the Ruger SR22. A buddy of mine has the Ruger and I had 4 misfires in 20 rounds, pretty crazy.... One knock on the gun are the sights, mine seem twisted a little and just not quite the way they should be. The white paint on the rear sight, much like a Glock, is crooked, and the front sight seems to have a little bevel to the top, so it seems that everything is 'wonky' getting a sight picture. But, if you line everything up the way it should be, ignoring the paint and the bevel I mentioned, once calibrated, I found it a very accurate weapon. Some might be put off by the dramatic angle of the grip, but for me it wasn't an issue, I have large hands and the grip fit perfectly in my hand and wasn't an uncomfortable position while aiming. Another odd thing that takes some getting used to is the placement of the mag release, it's on the right side of the trigger when firing right handed, meaning you release the mag with your trigger finger. The magazines drop right out so it's not a huge deal, but just different than what most people are used to, once you get used to it, it's a very fact magazine change. The safety lever does dig into your hand a bit when in safe mode, but, not a huge concern, I don't really walk around with the gun in my hand cocked and locked. An interesting feature of the firearm is the weaver rail attached to the barrel of the weapon (not picatiny). If you choose to attach some sort of red dot or optical magnification sight I do not believe you will have any registration issues after you clean the gun, even though you remove the barrel to do so...interesting design. Another interesting fact with this weapon is that there is a carbine conversion kit available, to convert from a pistol to a compact .22LR carbine. I have not personally tried it, but looks like it might be too compact for my large frame, but, in a pinch, it could be a good replacement for a .22LR rifle zombie killer. :-) I've had a lot of fun and realiability with the firearm, if you're looking for a cheap, fun, accurate, and interesting weapon to shoot, look no further...I'd recommend it. 











Anna G

on
02/06/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Nice gun, so far has cycled all 5 different types of ammo, got about 800 rounds through it already. Seems to be as acurate as I am just put a red dot on it today but have not been to the range to sight in as of yet. 











Richard F

on
02/04/2013




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Received it today, and noticed immediately that it isn't a "lefty friendly" pistol. The magazine release is above and foward of the trigger on the right side of the pistol only. This makes quickly releasing the magazine nearly impossible for a left-handed shooter. Also, the slide lock is on the left side, which might be a problem for some lefties. The weight and balance of the pistol is good. Overall, it is a comfortable pistol. If you have large hands, however, this might not be the pistol for you. My hands are on the small side of large, and it feels small to my grip. At the store, it drew a few looks and comments about it's "Lost in Space" style, too. I'm planning on firing some CCI Stinger, some Winchester (lead), and some Federal hollow point this weekend, so we shall see how it does. My basis of comparison will be the Ruger Mark II I used to own, as well as a High Standard pistol I competed with in college. 











Allen C

on
08/09/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










PROS: Bud's shipped in three business days and the transfer was fast and easy on arrival. I have fired around 500 rounds with zero misfires or failure to feed problems using Winchester Hi-Velocity ammo. I consider the accuracy to be very good, but I am not a competitive shooter. Was able to hit a 6" target with the stock iron sites from 50+ feet out. Weaver mounting rail on top accepted a red dot scope with no problems. CONS: Not many. Breakdown is a bit tedious to get used to the screw to release the slide and then getting everything re-aligned for assembly so that the screw is aligned with the hole takes some getting used to. 











Daniel T

on
12/06/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










NIce looking Gun , a Little pricey 











Matthew T

on
06/22/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Fabulous service from Buds - order arrived in 2 days. And fabulous gun - beautifully built, easy to strip and maintain. I have also bought 2 of the 4.5" Neos but the 6" is even more accurate and looks awesome with the extra length barrel! 











Victor H

on
06/03/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I ordered this gun but due to a snaffu with the FFL I was not able to get it. Gun was sent back and Buds issued a refund. I did purchase this gun from a local store however and it is a very nice gun. Has a very good feel to it and shoots straight. I mounted a red dot on the rail and it kicks butt at the range. Eats all sorts of ammo. Take down for cleaning is a sinch with the take down wheel under the barrel. Good construction and balanced out just fine with the red dot added. 











James M

on
12/30/2010




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Bought this half for my wife half for my self. Been very happy with it. When we recieved it from our FFL it was missing a front sight. This wasn't an issue as I planned to put a 40$ red dot on it anyways. I called up beretta and they sent me a front sight with a single phone call. I am loving the gun with the red dot installed, however the stock sights aren't that great TBH, I'd highly recommend adding a red dot. My gun is a bit picky with ammo. It doesn't feed winchester super X 22LR rounds well. ~1 in 20 will miss feed. The lead is softer and will catch on the ramp. I have had no issues with CCI or remington golden bullet. The golden bullet boxes are cheaper than dirt so it's not an issue, but is something to be aware of. For the price you can't complain either. 











Alex D

on
04/13/2009




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I got this gun for the price and admit I kinda liked the looks. It shoots well with 6 inch barrel but is a bit big for my daughter who is learningn to shot with it. One problem I had was with the rounds hanging up on the slide and would not go into the chamber fully. I discovered after some frustration that the takedown disassembly thumb wheel was not tight. This was keeping the barrel lifting up enough to cause the misfeed. All is well now and I shoot about 200 rounds per weekend. I am now looking for pink griped model for my daughter. 











Brad M

on
01/20/2009




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










We purchased our Neo for my wife last year for our first gun. Our friends all have Mark III's among their many guns, but our Neo has become a favorite of our whole group. It is extremely fun, accurate and easy to use, we have about a thousand rounds through it so far and it works great. My only complaint is a small one, it will occasionally jam, but no more than the other .22's I have used. Everyone that shoots walks away with a smile saying they are going to add one to their collection. 











Joseph A

on
12/11/2008




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Overall the gun is very accurate. It looks stupid, but is really fun to shoot. I do have one complaint however. MY Neos is very particular on ammo, I've tried and had no luck whatsoever with federal or remington(solid or hp) to the tune of 1 to 2 jams per magazine. Winchesters usually jam once every other mag. The only ammo my Neos will shoot all day without jamming is CCI mini-mag. I was very disapointed by this because one of the main reasons I got the gun was for the economics of shooting a .22. Other than that it is a great plinker, and very good for teaching someone the fundamentals of shooting. 











Nick R

on
05/03/2008




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!






















Dave L

on
03/03/2008




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










My first impression upon receiving this gun was that it looked great and felt good in the hand, but I found it to be a little nose heavy (6" barrel version). I find it a bit difficult to cock as the ridges on the back of the slide are hard to grab. It takes some getting used to compared to my Ruger Mk III which cocks real easy. The gun is very accurate and works with any brand of ammo without misfeeds or jams. I put a BSA red dot sight on it which took some of the nose-heaviness away. It is now one of my favorite guns to shoot, aside from the slippery slide cocking issue. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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